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Over the last 2 decades, I realised that an increasing number of people 
from all ages and backgrounds abandon an active life due to injuries, 
stressful lifestyle, poor diets, or even because they reached a plateau in 
their sports career. I see these people falling into two kinds of categories: 
the professional athletes, who compete and make a living from their sport, 
and those who I call ‘life athletes’. The ‘life athletes’ are those who, despite 
not making a living from their sport, need to balance their workload with 
family time, their social lives and the activities they love. Whether you are 
a ‘life athlete’, a professional one or a coach, the reality is that we all need 
to look after our bodies and minds so that we can live optimum, pain-free, 
productive, and playful lives.
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Reviews

“I have known and taught with Rodrigo for many years. He is one of the few elite movement specialist in the 
world to have integrated the best movement practices into one comprehensive approach which combine 
mobility, stability, strength and power. He has the ability to apply his knowledge and experience in a way that 
is prudent for the beginner to elite level athlete. He is artful and effective in his practice and teaching!”

- Michael Rintala, D.C.
USA Surfing Performance Committee / PGA Tour Sports Medicine Team
DNS Practitioner/Instructor, Prague School of Rehabilitation

“I have been training with Rodrigo since 2012. I started seeing Rodrigo to improve my strength after a C7 
disc problem caused weakness in my arm. I am a keen brazilian jiu jitsu (BJJ) practitioner and to be able to 
continue this sport I needed to address this issue. In the last 6-7 years I have been doing group classes and 
weekly private sessions. 

My upper body strength has much improved, but more importantly, I have been much less prone to injuries. 
My flexibility, mobility, core strength and cardio have all significantly improved. Rodrigo has great knowledge 
of anatomy, training concepts and is continuously striving to gain more knowledge himself. He pushes me to 
just beyond where I am comfortable during the private sessions and the group classes are good fun and very 
motivating. I would happily recommend Rodrigo and HP!”

- Dr Gerben Keijzers
Emergency Physician and adjunct Professor in Emergency Medicine

“Rodrigo has a thorough passion to match his ability as a teacher. Maybe it’s the other way around, but the 
way it all comes together in his exercises, sequences and workouts will help your body support itself through 
more ranges of motion, no question about that. 

The Holistic Pro Movement course combines and builds upon interesting theories. I’m proud to know 
Foundation Training has a role in his work and programming. Rodrigo is among few coaches I’ve met that 
actively seek to practice, learn and teach simultaneously, it’s inspiring to be around that type of individual.”

- Eric Goodman, Foundation Training
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Overview

My mission with the creation of the Holistica Movement Method is to integrate the various fitness, wellbeing, 
diet, strength and rehabilitation modalities into a balanced training program allowing my students to train 
smarter, more efficiently and with better flow of movements to achieve their personal and professional goals. 

The Holistica Movement Method group and individual classes are planned to improve mobility, flow and 
strength through sequences of movements using body weight (65% to 85%) and weightlifting (15% to 35%). 
While group classes tend to focus on the increase of wellbeing and quality of life through movement, individual 
classes focus on each client’s individual goals. One of my underpinning goals, however, is to teach my students 
to move and flow everyday in order to create freedom of movement in their ankles, knees, hips, spine and 
shoulder joints.

My classes and seminars are designed to teach coaches and students to assess mobility, strength and diet 
shortcomings and to empower them to choose the adequate combination of exercise modalities and diet for 
their classes or daily routines to improve their fitness and wellbeing on a daily basis.

The Holistica Movement Method suits people in all levels of fitness, from beginners to professional athletes, 
to be practiced and taught individually or in groups. Whether you are a coach, a professional or an amateur 
athlete in BJJ, surfing, triathlon, jogging, swimming, tennis, yoga, etc. the HM Method will improve your 
performance and wellbeing allowing you to enjoy a pain-free and active lifestyle. 

Rodrigo B Peres

of the Holistica Movement & Surf Movement Level 01 Certification



Background of Holistic Pro Health Performance

The Holistica Pro Health Performance® mission:

We exist to study, practice, develop and teach, training modalities that optimize health, longevity and 
performance.
 

The Holistica Pro Health Performance® vision: 

We work with empowered, motivated and healthy clients so that they can become the best version of 
themselves. 

The 4 foundational pillars to the Holistica Pro Health Performance® system are:
• Move
• Breathe
• Activate
• Meditate

The Holistica Pro Health Performance® system is a lifestyle. We train to develop the ability to be free in every 
possible position. To discover and to use different ways to produce movement power. To master our bodies 
and move with precision and flow. We break down movements to understand, relearn, practice and master 
movement patterns. We teach and practice complex movements and concepts in the simplest possible way  
to incorporate them into our lives.

Rodrigo B Peres  Background:

(Rod) is the head coach and founder of Holistic Pro Health Performance (HPHP), a fitness, health 
and wellbeing studio based in Coolangatta, Australia. Rod has a Bachelor’s degree in Exercise 
Science and over the last 2 decades has been broadening and deepening his knowledge and 
experience to help his clients achieve their health and performance goals. 

Rod works with a multiple modalities to achieve better breathing and mind focusing techniques, 
as well as better mobility and precision of moment for his amateur and professional clients. His 
classes, programs, seminars and consultations are professional, challenging, and yet playful, to 
prepare his clients to be the protagonists of their own wellbeing and achievements. Rod travels 
many countries in order to teach amateurs sports children and adults and elite surfing champions 
from Australia, Brazil, Chile, USA, Europe, South Africa and Japan. 

For full resume please see website: www.holisticph.com/our-trainers
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LEVEL 01 CERTIFICATION

MOVE WELL, MOVE STRONGER, 
MOVE FOR YOUR WHOLE LIFE!

The Holistica Movement® Level 01

Holistica Movement Method was created throughout my 20+ years as a 
coach training and rehabilitating high level athletes and ‘Life athletes’. 
The Holistica Movement 1 is an introduction to the Holistica Pro Health 
Performance® fitness and well-being system for those who want to 
build a solid foundation to develop greater physical competencies, 
movement and mental skills.

In this first level you will be introduced to a variety of drills, protocols, 
and exercises to enhance your coordination, stability, mobility, and 
strength. Establishing this solid foundation with a high performance 
health lifestyle, we can progress to more advanced levels of moments, 
skills, and flow in our movement sequences. 

All movements and technique variations in this introductory level 
are tailored to suit each student’s skills and strength levels. With the 
Holistica Pro Health Performance® we turn all our coaches and students 
into athletes for life!

During the Holistica Movement® Level 01 course, you 
will learn how to:

• Access body movements in different plans and how to perform some 
basic movements to maintain healthy joints and spine, which in turn, 
improve overall mobility and performance flow.

• Improve movement, breathing, core activation and flow to address 
the root causes of pains, poor alignment and performance.

• Increase training efficiency  choosing the right movements for 
yourself (or clients).

With The Holistica Movement Method® you will become fluent in an 
approach that uses the simplest and most effective terms, movements 
and techniques to create optimum learning, freedom and flow of 
movements, and overall well being.
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HOLISTICA MOVEMENT & SURF MOVEMENT

Introductory Movements

Below I describe the skills developed and the main goals of each of the 
exercises presented. I also share the main pointers on how to improve 
form, execution and energy efficiency (to achieve more can be achieved 
with less training). When performed correctly, all the exercises described 
below will help improve coordination, balance, mobility, flexibility, flow, 
strength and endurance for everyday life and sports.

Because they are performed in different planes and axis these exercises 
will also develop better spine awareness and flow of the 4 main joints 
(ankle, knee, hip and shoulder), which in turn improves the performance 
of both everyday and sport specific movements, preventing injuries and 
promoting a pain free life and training routine. 

Whether you are a lifestyle or a professional athlete the Holistica 
Movement® Level 01 movements will help you improve both your 
training and performance at yoga, tennis, soccer, rugby, running, 
cycling, Brazilian Jiu Jitsu and surf ( just to mention a few). Below I list 
some of the skills developed and honoured in some of the main sports 
with the practice of Holistica Movement® Level 01:

• Back, shoulder and neck rehabilitation from bad posture
• Improves desk posture (sitting position)
• Improves cycling posture
• Improve ankle mobility and hamstring flexibility, which prevents 

lower back pain
• Improves running strike, soccer kicks, and trunk twist
• Increases freedom of movement to paddle (surf)
• Refines coordination to improve the ‘pop up’ movement (standing 

up on the surfboard)
• Improves standing posture while surfing 
• Improves swimming strokes’ coordination and rhythm
• Increases mobility, flexibility, flow and strength for yoga poses
• Activates and strengthens the foundation of most sports and daily 

activities

Joints in the Body, photo by Bodytomy, produced 2018, accessed April 2019

Photo by Holistica ProHealth®, produced 2018, accessed April 2019
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Skills developed
• Coordination  
• Mobility across the joints
• Upper body strength
• Lower limbs and thoracic flexibility

Main goals
• Warm up
• Connect the main joint flow
• Develop contralateral work skills
• Set up a good body-weight movement foundation

Movement Pointers
• Move with small steps
• Keep both legs straight and feet flat
• Keep pushing your hands against the floor (shoulder elevation) with 

each step
• Pay attention in the alignment of wrists, shoulders and hips

1 - Elephant Walking

Photo by Holistica ProHealth®, produced 2018, accessed April 2019

Photo by Holistica ProHealth®, produced 2018, accessed April 2019
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HOLISTICA MOVEMENT & SURF MOVEMENT

Skills developed
• Paddling pattern strength (surf, swimming, paddle board)
• Pop up dynamic (surf)
• Shoulder blades alignment and activation
• Seater and lie down position strengthening (surf)
• Improve spine movement range

Main goals
Strengthening of upper body and:

• Improve hip mobility
• Improve core strength
• Improve shoulder strength and mobility
• Develop shoulder blade activation (connection)

Movement Pointers
• Dive low and slow
• Open chest and squeeze shoulder blades (for better stabilization)
• Keep the head straight (chin tucked in) and look ahead
• Squeeze (activate) glute to release lower back tension
• Bend knees, straighten arms, and move onto tiptoes before jumping

2 - DIVE JUMP SQUAT 

INSERT GRAPHICS & 
MOVEMENT POINTERS

Skeletal System & Bone Function, photo by Getty Images, ROGER HARRIS, 
Science Photo Library, Accessed April 2019

Photo by Holistica ProHealth®, produced 2018, accessed April 2019
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Main goals
• Rehabilitation of back, knee, hip, neck and shoulder pain
• To improve upper and lower body strength
• Reset movement patterns (motor engram)
• Build better pathways between the muscles used and the Central 

Nervous System (for better muscle efficiency)

3(a) - CRAWLING (The King of all movements) 

Photo by Holistica ProHealth®, produced 2018, accessed April 2019

Rehabilitation Prague School - DNA, photo by DNA, Accessed April 2019

Movement Pointers
• Focus on contralateral movement (R-hand 

- L-foot)
• Keep your spine straight and elongated
• Keep both sides of hip leveled (do not allow 

one side to go up as you lift one leg)
• Keep legs bent in a 90° angle
• Move in small steps and do not let your knee 

go past your belly button

Skills developed
• Coordination (how we first started moving 

as a baby)
• Improve limbs timing and flow
• Set a good foundation for squatting, seating, 

standing and walking
• Core activation while in motion
• Better posture for work and sport 

performance
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Skills developed
NOTE: This exercise develop the same skills as CRAWLING, and a few more.

• Proprioception
• Improved cross-chain between shoulder and hips

Main goals
• Improve hip stabilisation
• Improve motor skills and provide refined information to be stored 

as motor engram
• Improve proprioception exercise for any kind sport (soccer, surf, 

tennis, golf, swimming, rugby)
• Knee rehabilitation

Movement Pointers
• Move sideways closing arms and opening legs and vice versa
• Keep your hips aligned with your spine and legs (on a straight plank 

position)
• As you move, keep your spine elongated
• Move slowly
• Lift hand and foot at the same time

3(b) - SIDE CRAWLING 

Photo by Holistica ProHealth®, produced 2018, accessed April 2019 Pain Conditions - Living Life Without Pain, photo from The Pain Clinic, UNKOWN, 
Accessed April 2019
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Skills developed
Note: Although all crawling exercises are similar, the direction of motion and 
body positioning help the development and fine tuning specific skill sets.

• Plank position strengthening
• Strengthening of tendons and ligaments
• Improve toes mobility and strength
• Develop the foundations for exercises that require push-up 

strength

Main goals
• Improve core activation
• Improve straight arm strength
• Swimming stroke contralateral coordination
• Surfing paddling shoulder and contralateral hip coordination with 

integration of the core
• Push development
• Neck and thoracic alignment
• Core the main chain of the movement patterns

Movement Pointers
• Keep arms straight throughout the whole drill
• Keep your legs straight and use only your ankle and toes to move 

forward
• Keep your head aligned with your spine and gase straight to the floor

4 - STRAIGHT CRAWLING 

Photo by Holistica ProHealth®, produced 2018, accessed April 2019
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Skills developed

• Be able to transfer body weight between upper and lower body
• Develop shoulder and forearms strength and wrist mobility
• Core activation
• Hip mobility

Main goals
• Improve movement flow amongst all joints through the firing up 

of CNS
• Learn how to recruit the right muscles to perform the movement
• Learn how to engage your core while transferring weight and 

gravity centre from lower to upper limbs

Movement Pointers
• Start on a full squat position, place your hands approximately 30 cm 

forward and shift your weight from your feet and legs to your hand 
and shoulders

• Try to let your shoulders move past beyond your fingers line while 
using arms and shoulders to push up

• Lift your hip and engage your core to drive the hip flexion movement

5 - STRAIGHT ARM CORE INTEGRATION 

INSERT GRAPHICS & 
MOVEMENT POINTERS

Photo by Holistica ProHealth®, produced 2018, accessed April 2019
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Skills developed
• Push up strength
• Strength, coordination and balance for the surf pop-up movement
• Improved shoulder blade connection (to movement) and 

activation
• Better spine alignment and movement form

Main goals
• Develop slow tempo (eccentric movement strength)
• Improve shoulder mobility and movement flow
• Push pattern development
• Stand up

Movement Pointers
• Move with small steps
• Keep your hands and fingers flat against the floor and activated
• Keep your arms straight with elbows rotated inwards

6 - DIVING PUSH CORE ACTIVATION

Photo by Holistica ProHealth®, produced 2018, accessed April 2019

Jack Freestone, photo by Alistair Klinkenberg, Accessed April 2019
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7 - LIZARD BEGINNER (T-SPINE ROTATION) 

Photo by Holistica ProHealth®, produced 2018, accessed April 2019

Reduce Inflammations Effect on Your Joints, photo from 
Sonomoa Body Balance, Deposit Photos, Accessed April 2019
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Skills developed
• Coordination
• Core strength and integration (with movement)
• Obliques and gluteus stability action
• Twist pattern strength
• Upper body strength
• Hip alignment
• Thoracic mobility

Main goals
• Warm up,
• Twist, push and pull patterns strength and development,
• Surfing turns and paddling action,
• Core integration in the swimming strokes,
• SUP paddling with core integration,
• Tennis serving,
• Golf shot on core twist action (obliques twist strength),
• BJJ takedown and swipes,
• Glutes and core integration for hip stability.
• Lizard Pose is a great stretch for the hip flexors, the hamstrings, and the quadriceps. Since the hip and pelvis 

area is the foundation of alignment moving the hips through their full range of motion ensures that your body 
and your practice remain healthy and strong

• Knee rehabilitation

Movement Pointers
• Move with small steps,
• Foot will lift out of the floor in the same time of the hand action, promoting a core integration force,
• Place hand 30cm ahead each time to move the whole body forward, 
• Move the back foot to where the support hand was, with foot pointing 90° from the body line and knee also 

flexed at a 90° angle,
• Keep the hip up and core activated building a straight body line (from head to support foot)
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HOLISTICA MOVEMENT & SURF MOVEMENT

8 - LAY BACK 

Photo by Holistica ProHealth®, produced 2018, accessed April 2019

Photo of Filipe Toledo, courtesy of Juan Medina, January 2018
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Movement Pointers
• Start on the low squat position
• Choose 1 direction to move sideways, then place one hand about 

30cm in front of your body (creating a triangle figure with your feet 
and fingers pointing forward)

• If you are moving towards your left hand side, move your right foot 
straight between left foot and right hand, placing your heel ahead of 
the other leg

• Then draw a circular movement with the back of your left hand to 
guide the rotation towards the other side. This arm will move forming 
a arch in front the body and promoting the twist on top of your feet.

• The support hand will follow the top arm promoting a synchronized 
twist action between the joints and limbs lending in a full squat 
position (now facing the side you previously had your back to).

Skills developed
• Hip and arms Coordination
• Twist pattern with hip integration 
• Hip decompression
• Tempo, speed, action, reaction and 

recovery
• Mobility across the main joints to 

delivery extra power
• Precision for apply the movement

Main goals
• Warm up
• Surfing Layback movement reaction 

and fast recovery (tempo)
• Surfing airs and turns
• BJJ body flow
• Tennis arms coordination
• Skateboard flow
• Any kind throwing sport
• Compression and decompression in the 

surf action
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HOLISTICA MOVEMENT & SURF MOVEMENT

Photo by Holistica ProHealth®, Filipe Toledo, produced 2018, accessed April 2019

Progression Movement:

Skills developed
• Core strength and rotation
• Hip mobility with core integration on twist action
• Ankle, knee and hip mobility in the same action

Main goals
• Surfing up and bottom turns and air rotation 
• BJJ body action (throwing, sweps and hip awareness)
• Improve oblique muscle action for tennis, golf, boxing, 

running, etc.
• Freedom the hips and increased power delivery throughout 

the core

Movement Pointers
• Seat forming 90° angles with both knees and with both feet 

towards the same side
• Place the back knee close to the from foot pushing in the front 

foot’s direction
• Lift yourself up on top of the knee and ankle joints
• Rotate your body twisting the trunk towards to the back leg
• Make sure your gluteus touch the floor when you rotate 

towards the side and lift up again as you come back
• A good start is to try 10 reps and hold for 10 sec
• Pay attention to keep your core activated the whole time while 

performing this exercise

9 - 4 POINT HIP TWIST

INSERT GRAPHICS & 
MOVEMENT POINTERS

Photo by Holistica ProHealth®, produced 2018, accessed April 2019
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Skills developed
• Hip mobility
• Ankle mobility
• Core strength
• Power of the hip  
• Core and Hip integration

Main goals
• Warm up
• Improve stand up movement pattern development 
• Increase BJJ hip awareness
• Improve surf running wave action
• Develop kicking pattern
• Strengthens and prevents lower back pain
• Activate glute muscles
• Activates hip flexion movement
• Improves and refines hip moment and mobility for runners, 

swimmers, martial-artists and other athletes

Movement Pointers
• Sit with one leg flexed in front of you with your foot flat on the ground 

and the other leg bent with shin bone and top part of foot flat against 
the floor

• Activate core and straighten your arms in front of you at shoulders 
high

• Lean forward with arms straight transferring your weight to your knee, 
move forwards and up contracting gluteus, core and tucking your 
tailbone until reaching a line with anterior superior iliac spine (ASIS)

• If you can’t  lift your hips off the floor without using your hands as 
support, you can use one of your hand for support in front of you. 
Another alternative is to attach an elastic band or rope to a pole in 
front of you providing extra support while performing this movement. 
Work towards performing this exercise without having to use your 
hands as support on the floor

• Make sure to control the movement when moving back to seat again 

10 - BJJ HIP MOBILITY 

INSERT GRAPHICS & 
MOVEMENT POINTERS

Photo by Holistica ProHealth®, produced 2018, accessed April 2019
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Skills developed
• Improved ipsilateral movement pattern 
• Increased awareness of hip and oblique 

core rotation
• Better knee, hip and shoulder joint flow
• Improve core force in the twist 

movement pattern

Main goals
• To improve flow in surf turns
• Improve throwing, kicking and punching 

movement patterns
• Rehabilitate hip and shoulder injuries
• Improve range of rotational movement 

and myofascial release
• Rehabilitate lower back and shoulder 

injuries

Movement Pointers
• Keep your hips leveled throughout the 

rotation movement
• As you rotate your torso, also rotate your 

back foot transfering the support from a flat 
position to the tip of your toes

• Make sure to keep the back knee angle 
above 90°

• At the end of the sideways rotation, your 
front foot should be flat, the back foot 
should have completed an internal rotation 
and transferring of the weight to the front 
part of your feet, your hips should be 
leveled and the body pivoting axis at the 
centre of your stance

• Focus on your core to supply force and 
connect the joints in the same seguiment 
(ankle, knee, hip and shoulder

11 - TWIST STANCE

Photo by Holistica ProHealth®, produced 2018, accessed April 2019

SPINE ACTIVATION, Deposit Photos, Accessed April 2019
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NOTE: Similarly to the ‘4 Point Hip Twist’ this can be progressed with a weighted ball. It is a good exercise for surfers to help with 
control in those tricky turns such as in this photo.

Photo of Mikey Wright, Courtesy of Juan Medina,  produced 2018
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Skills developed
• Coordination
• Hip, Thoracic, shoulder and ankle mobility
• Knee, shoulder and hip stability
• Hip myofascial release
• Core activation
• Knee and shoulder rehabilitation

Main goals
• Increase lower and upper body strength 
• Improve compression and decompression on low gait movements in sports like surf, martial-arts, 

cricket, etc.
• Improve grab rail movement (surf)
• Improve overall ability to flow through ground movements
• Improve the stability and strength of the shoulder
• It’s a complex movement when the core is connect to centralise the joints

Movement Pointers
• This movement can be performed as a drill in small steps or in a stationary position working on 

twisting, stretching and mobility (with or without the assistance of weights) 
• When drilling, move in small steps making sure you spread your body weight evenly throughout all 3 

supporting points
• Start with your body aligned forward, placing your hand next to your front foot (with toes and fingers 

pointing forward)
• To move you will place the other hand in front of you with fingers pointing 90° to the side. When 

making the transition you will go through a low squat position with feet paparell, one hand pointing 
in the direction of the drilling motion and the other on a 90° angle. The other side of your body will be 
worked when drilling back

• When on a stationary position, you will spread your body weight evenly throughout all 3 supporting 
points

• While you have your body aligned forward, and your hand placed next to your front foot (with toes and 
fingers pointing forward), you will twist your torso building a straight line from your support hand to 
the other you have pointing to the ceiling (with or without weight support)

• If you have someone to help, this person can help stabilise the twisting position until you can achieve 
a stable twisting position alone

12 - GRAB RAIL 
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Photo by Holistica ProHealth®, produced 2018, accessed April 2019

TAJ BURROW RETIRES: THE END OF AN ERA,  photo courtesy from WSL (World Surf Leauge), Surfer Magazine, and Billabong, Accessed April 2019
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Skills developed
• Hamstring flexibility
• Ankle, hip and shoulder mobility
• Hip mobility
• Hip Myofascial release
• Spine Decompression 
• Thoracic mobility

Main goals
• Improve upper and lower body strength
• The spine decompress when you flow the movement
• Achieve optimal ankle joint, achilles tendon and hamstring muscle 

functioning
• Activate core in the pose for joints’ centralisation
• To calm the mind and the nervous system, and to stretch while 

strengthening back, hips, legs, arms, and shoulders
• To lengthen the spine creating space between the vertebrae. 

It strengthens the core and gives the body all the benefits of 
inversions without having to go completely upside down

• To energize and rejuvenate the entire body. It develops hamstrings, 
shoulders, calves, arches, hands, and spine flexibility and mobility 
while building up arms, shoulders, and legs strength

Movement Pointers
• When aligning your body, lign up your hands shoulders, hips and 

upper knee through a straight line on an approximately 45° angle 
with the floor.

• When charging and walking forward, move and place your directly 
under your shoulders on a 90° to the floor.

• Keep gazing at your hands. Make sure your fingers are widely spread, 
and that the weight is distributed evenly through the palms and the 
knuckles, particularly over the pointer and middle finger.

• Stretch your spine forming a straight line between your hands, 
shoulders and hips. Once your spine is aligned, open your hip to 
the sky and bend the top leg’s knee drawing your heel towards your 
gluteus.

• To build a better movement flow when moving forward: bring your 
knee inside towards to the chest and place your foot between your 
hands. It is important to move the weight forward waving the spine 
up and stepping in the middle of your hands. Slide your hands 
forward kicking the back leg up creating an opening on the opposite 
side.

13 - Scorpion Flow

Photo by Holistica ProHealth®, produced 2018, accessed April 2019
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Skills developed
• Core strength
• Spine alignment 
• Upper body strength
• Glute activation
• Toes mobility
• Knees alignment

Main goals
• To improve body alignment in straight positions (e.g. surf paddling)
• To improve swimming alignment flow and awareness
• Achieve optimal alignment, connection and strength in the 4 main 

joints
• To improve handstand alignment and strength
• To achieve core strengthening

Movement Pointers
• Start on standing position with legs close together, arms on the side 

and chin to the chest.
• Roll your body down keeping the chin tucked in close to the chest. 

Keep ‘rolling’ your spine down until you touch the floor with your 
hands (some people will have to lean forward to reach the floor).

• Start walking forwards with your hands while keeping your feet still.
• Try to get as close as you can to the floor without losing the control of 

your body. What you want is to build a position as straight, but also 
as stable as possible (parallel to the floor). What is possible, safe and 
comfortable depends on each one’s level of fitness.

• Once you achieve your optimum position, hold it for 3-5 seconds and 
then keep your hands still and start to walk your feet towards your 
hands.

14 - Core Swimmer

Photos by Holistica ProHealth®, produced 2018, accessed April 2019
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Skills developed
• Shoulder mobility
• Upper thoracic flexibility and mobility
• Shoulder strength
• Core strengthening and activation
• Glute strengthening and activation
• Wrist strengthening and mobility

Main goals
• To achieve optimum shoulder strength and mobility for surfers, 

swimmers, golfer, divers, tennis players, gymnastics, normal 
people with restrictions (from previous injuries), BJJ fighters, SUP 
and other athletes 

• Increase upper body, hips and hamstrings strength, flexibility and 
mobility to rehabilitate from bad working posture (e.g. too many 
hours sitting on a chair)

Movement Pointers
• Keep your chin in and your gaze straight up so that your neck aligns 

with your spine
• Lift hips towards the sky creating as much hip extension as possible, 

but keeping your heels on the floor and your feet and knees parallel
• Keep your shoulders down and roll them backwards bringing your 

shoulder blades close together, and projecting your chest upwords
• Hold the position for 3-5 seconds at the top after reaching an optimal 

alignment of knees, hips, shoulders, and neck. Repeat for 10-20 reps 
or alternatively just hold 30-60 seconds.

15 - Table shoulder

Photo by Holistica ProHealth®, produced 2018, accessed April 2019
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Skills developed
• Shoulder strength and mobility 
• Upper thoracic flexibility and mobility
• Core strengthening and activation
• Glute strengthening and activation 
• Wrist strengthening and mobility
• Lower back, gluteus, and hamstrings  strengthening

16 - Reverse Plank

INSERT GRAPHICS & 
MOVEMENT POINTERS

Photo by Holistica ProHealth®, produced 2018, accessed April 2019

Movement Pointers
• The pointers for this exercise are the same as in the Table Shoulder 

exercise, but with keeping the legs straight.

Main goals
• To achieve optimum shoulder strength and mobility for surfers, 

swimmers, golfer, divers, tennis players, gymnastics, normal 
people with restrictions (from previous injuries), BJJ fighters, SUP 
and other athletes

• Increase upper body, hips and hamstrings strength, flexibility and 
mobility to rehabilitate from bad working posture (e.g. too many 
hours sitting on a chair)

• Upper and lower body activation and strength
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Although our classes and seminars are open to all 
students and coaches from any modalities, our 
certification program demands close contact and 
constant feedback with individual consultations that 
will take between 3 to 6 months for each level.

Regarding the Holistica Pro Health Performance® system 

Certification Process:
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This is a 2.5 day course covering the theory and practice 
underpinning the Holistica Pro Health Performance System®. The 
course details each exercise covering, among other things, proper 
technique, how to link exercises in sequences and perform them 
correctly, and how to avoid common mistakes. All participants will 
receive a certificate of participation at the end of the course.  

Level 1 Coursework - 20 hours

Level 1 Coursework - 20 hours

This is the best way to learn how to teach the Holistica Pro Health Performance System®. 
After completing a Level 1 Coursework, participants can sign up for the Level 1 Practitioner 
certification. At this level there is an extra 30 hours of course load share over online classes 
and assessments.

During this certification stage we encourage instructors to start teaching as soon as 
possible after the Level 1 Coursework and while the information is still fresh in their minds. 

After attending, practicing and clearing doubts from both the Level 1 Coursework 
and online classes, the Level 1 Practitioner participants will send through 2 videos of 
approximately 15 minutes covering 2 Holistica Movement method® private and 2 group 
sessions. The videos should include the majority of the exercises used in these classes. 
Instructors are encouraged to create their own sequences and flow, and will be assessed 
by:

• movement form, application of the method; 
• communication skills (e.g. how content is delivered and rapport is established with 

clients/students);
• Precision of corrections; and
• Use and grasp of the Holistica Movement® principles (e.g. how the class is planned and 

delivered to achieve specific goals or a client’s needs).
 
The videos will be sent via dropbox, and, if needed, participants will receive feedback 
on how to improve their classes and level of performance. The Level 1 Practitioner 
certification will only be issued to those who succeed in meeting the criteria above.
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